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“When I was fourteen, my father was so 
ignorant I could hardly stand to have him 
around. When I got to be twenty-one, I was 
astonished at how much he had learned in 
seven years.”

Mark Twain



EPA defines a brownfield as a “real 
property, the expansion, redevelopment, or 
reuse of which may be complicated by the 
presence or potential presence of a 
hazardous substance, pollutant, or 
contaminant.”



Small Business Liability Relief and 
Brownfields Revitalization Act 

•Enacted in 2002.  Commonly called the 
Brownfields Law.

•It acknowledged the significance of 
petroleum-contaminated properties within 
the Brownfields universe.



•It made petroleum sites eligible for the 
EPA Brownfields program and required 
that 25 percent of the funds appropriated to 
EPA for activities authorized under 
CERCLA 104(k) be used to characterize, 
assess, and remediate petroleum 
brownfields.



Inventories

•A community’s initial attempts to address 
brownfields will include an inventory to 
identify potential sites.

•Inventories are used to prioritize resources 
and for outreach.



UST Programs

•UST programs are uniquely positioned to 
assist in brownfield redevelopment.

•Site lists are a treasure trove of potential 
sites and environmental information.

•But there are some challenges…



Petroleum Inventory

•Often compiled of a list from a regulatory 
agency and a windshield survey.

•However, the list of UST sites is going to 
be biased towards facilities that have 
operated since 1974.



•That’s less than half of the potential
population of petroleum sites.



Dillon, South Carolina

•Population 6,788
•Located next to Interstate 95 in northeast 
South Carolina
•Received a $200,000 hazardous 
substances brownfields assessment grant 
and a $200,000 petroleum brownfields
assessment grant from EPA in 2009. 







Education

Dillon officials needed to become familiar 
with historic and existing petroleum sites 
and regulatory requirements to make 
informed decisions regarding assessment 
activities and integrating them into 
redevelopment activities.       



Petroleum Sites

•Gas Stations
•Garages
•Bulk Fuel Terminals
•Heating Oil Tanks
•Fleet Fueling Systems
•Store Tanks
•Dry Cleaners
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Make A Map

To make the list of petroleum sites 
accessible and easy to understand, DHEC 
created a Google map of petroleum 
sources from department records and 
Sanborn maps.



Yellow & Green – Sanborn Map Sites
Red, Blue, & Purple – Sites From DHEC DB



Yellow & Green – Sanborn Map Sites
Red, Blue, & Purple – Sites From DHEC DB







Lessons Learned: How Can 
Petroleum Programs Assist The 

Community?

•Assign a liaison

•Go to them

•Get tax map numbers



Questions They Don’t Know 
They Need To Ask

•How are petroleum contamination projects 
managed?

•Are USTs and ASTs managed differently?

•How are pre-1974 UST sites managed?



•How are found USTs managed?

•What about orphan sites?

•How can I get a comfort or status letter?

•Do I have to get a NFA letter prior to 
redeveloping a site?



•Does my consultant have to be approved 
by the regulatory agency? 

•Is there a state petroleum fund?

•Who can use the state fund?




